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Current R129-01

• Current R129-01 depicts following label to be placed on a module:

Module "name of the module"
40cm – 70cm / ≤ 24kg
R129 - 022439
"brand name", "model name"

• The module label must use one of the following symbols:

As chosen by the ECRS manufacturer, one of the following symbols must be used on the Module label.
62nd IG work

• In the 61st meeting a proposal to add a Lateral facing carrycot was presented.
• Different arrow requested for the lateral facing carrycot (Vti, ANEC; @ 61st meeting)
• New suggestion:

By choice of the ECRS manufacturer, one or more of the following symbols must be used on the module label
62nd IG work

- However there is also a dilemma. This is the current module label.

  ![Module label example]

  It however it can’t be made by using just one of the icons provided.
  - The icons to choose from are actually different then the one above.
  - There is no ‘+’ icon provided to choose from
  - and the orientation is different compared to ‘normal portrait layout’.

We like to suggest a different module label layout
## New proposal

### Module label

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Module "name of the module"  
40cm – 70cm / ≤ 24kg  
"brand name" , "model name"  
[![Old Icon](image1.png)](image1.png) + [![Old Icon](image2.png)](image2.png)  |
| Module "name of module"  
45cm - 75cm / <12kg  
'Brand name" , "model name"  |
| [![New Icon](image3.png)](image3.png) + [![New Icon](image4.png)](image4.png)  |

### Icons to choose from

As chosen by the ECRS manufacturer, one of the following symbols must be used on the module label:

[![Allowed Icons](image5.png)](image5.png)

By choice of the ECRS manufacturer, one or more of the following symbols must be used on the module label:

[![Allowed Icons](image6.png)](image6.png)